


All mammals make sounds the same way. Think about the way you talk. The air 
comes from your lungs, across your vocal cords, and out your nose and mouth. 
When you have a cold, or plug your nose, you sound different. 
THIS IS THE SECRET TO DUAL CHAMBER TECHNOLOGY 

Using any game call with just one chamber is like you’re calling with a cold. 
Think the animals you’re calling don’t know the difference? 

THINK AGAIN.

stop Wasting
Your Breath.



We all know those guys. The guys that go into the whitetail woods every year and bring out great 
deer. The conditions don’t matter. The area they hunt doesn’t seem to matter. What is their secret? 
The secret to success for whitetail is to bring that deer in close enough for a shot. To do that, you 
need the right tools for the job. For successful whitetail hunters, their tools are the calls they use. 
The grunt, the doe bleat, and the fawn bleat. 

Don’t head into the woods without the power of real that dual chamber technology brings you. 
Duel offers a complete lineup of deer calls that just work - no matter what the conditions are.
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STRETCHBACK GRUNT CALL
For versatile calling, the StretchBack is the king call. The StretchTone tube helps 
create the illusion of a moving animal. Unlike other tubes, the supple material 
eliminates unnatural noise in the woods.

• 7 calls in 1 - from fawn to mature buck
• StretchTone tube “throws” the sounds where you point it
• Rubberized material eliminates unnatural  residual noise

Designed to stretch       
 and bend
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DOUBLEBACK GRUNT TUBE
Like most men, bucks don’t talk a lot. They 
communicate with just a few different sounds. A low, 
drawn out challenge will let other bucks know they’re 
in for a fight. The short, staccato tending grunt tells a 
doe he’s interested.

• 7 calls in 1 - from fawn to mature buck
• Exhale on one end to throw sound far, inhale on the  
 other for subtle, quiet calls
• Large resonating chambers for the most authentic  
 and deepest grunts
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DOE NEXT DOOR
MICRO HEAT BLEAT CALL 

You may not realize it, but does actually make a lot 
of noises, including grunts. The bleat is unmistakable. 
Generally lasting a few seconds, the doe bleat makes 
it clear: she’s ready to mate.
• Make either estrous bleats and doe bleats with a  
 quick O-ring change
• Rigid mouthpiece makes it easy to hold in  your lips  
 - keeping your hands free 
• Micro design makes it easy to pack - but produces  
 big, emotional sounds
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RUT PACK
WHITETAIL RUT CALL COMBO

The Stretchback Grunt and the Doe Next Door Bleat combine 
to give you a deadly calling sequence. A few bleats, followed 
by tending grunts, and a deep challenge grunt. This calling 
sequence is irresistible to mature bucks.
• Doe Next Door for doe and fawn bleats
• StretchBack to sound like moving deer
• Dual chamber technology for realism and emotion



CODY KELLEY

CHRIS ASHLEY KIETH BURGESS

Small Town Hunting is a show inspired by you - the viewer. The lifestyle 
in small towns everywhere has always been the roots of hunting 
culture. Cody, Chris, and Keith bring it all back to the ground level. 
They document the hunting lifestyle in a raw, cinematic style they call 
Small Town Hunting. After all, wherever you call home, there’s a little 
Small Town in all of us. 

Duel is honored to be the official game calls of Small Town Hunting.

proven success

keeping it real 
with small town hunting



TAKE IT FROM 
AN EXPERT
LARRY McCOY TALKS DUEL DEER CALLS

DOUBLEBACK GRUNT CALL
WHY DO YOU ALWAYS CARRY THE DOUBLEBACK TUBE IN YOUR PACK?
The Doubleback grunt call is a call designed by hunters using real life experiences. There are situations 
in the whitetail woods where a hunter needs to be loud, and other situations call for a more quiet 
approach. The Doubleback allows you to sound like a whitetail no matter what the situation.

STRETCHBACK GRUNT CALL
WHAT ADVANTAGES DO YOU HAVE USING THE STRETCHBACK?
The Stretchback technology allows for you to change tone on the fly and maneuver the call to create 
a more directional sound. This feature has revolutionized calling whitetail deer. Like the Doubleback 
grunt call the Stretchback has the versatility of leveraging any situation a whitetail hunter is faced with.

THE DOE NEXT DOOR HEAT BLEAT
WHAT MAKES THE DOE NEXT DOOR STAND APART FROM OTHER HEAT BLEATS?
One of the most underrated vocalizations in the whitetail woods is the doe or fawn bleat. Deer vocalize 
and communicate more than one would suspect. This call allows you to bleat and sound like a real 
doe or fawn in the woods. Traditional bleat calls would only allow you to produce one volume. With 
minimal air pressure you can control how loud you want this call to be. This allows you to sound like a 
real whietail deer in the wild.

THE DUEL DIFFERENCE
WHY SWITCH TO A DUEL?
The objective for any hunter using a game call is to sound like the real thing. Duel game calls bring the 
revolutionary dual chamber technology to develop calls that are easy to use. And produce consistent 
results. Stop wasting your breath on any other game call. Get the power of real with Duel Game Calls.



You’re creeping through the aspens. You’ve heard a few mews and you’re sure the herd is just 
over the next ridge. You walk light on your feet. Careful not to snap a twig. Or let the brush rub 
hard against your gear. Then it happens.

The bugle. The soul piercing song of the wild.  

The hair on your neck stands up. He’s big. You just know it. He’s 
farther than you thought he was. You know that you have to 
respond. To challenge him. To draw him in. 
DO YOU TRUST YOUR CALL? 
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AUTUMN THUNDER 
STANDARD BUGLE 
The standard in elk bugles, dual chamber technology makes 
you sound more real. And gets you closer than ever. 
Available in either a compact 17” bugle. 

• Different diameter resonating chambers for more   
 realistic sound

• 17” bugle fits in day pack
• Adjustable single reed produces full range of calls
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DUEL CLASSIC ELK MOUTH CALLS
Premium mouth calls designed for serious elk callers. Put 
your own dual chambers to work and make a variety of 
cow calls and bull bugles.

TWO VARIETIES AVAILABLE:
• MEADOW MIST- Single reed design 
• MORNING BLAST- Double reed design

WAPITI WAILER ELK CALL
BITE N BLOW ELK CALL

Mews are a critical call for any elk hunter. Cows use the mew 
to communicate - to bulls, to their calf, or to locate other elk. 
• Easy to master call - great for beginners, robust enough  
 for pros
• Realistic, nasal sound to pull him in that last few yards
• Patented dual chambers for real sounds

CWIDOWMAKER 1 
OPEN REED ADULT COW CALL

It’s simple: elk talk. A lot. From chirps to mews, and estrus calls, successful 
elk hunters know they need the right calls. Calls that help them sound like 
many different animals. Duel’s WidowMaker calls live up to their name 
every year.  
• Easy to use call - great for beginners, robust enough for pros 
• Chirps, mews, estrus calls - fool them by sounding like different animals  
• FreezeFree design - blows when wet, and won’t freeze up, no matter  
 what the weather does 

A WIDOWMAKER 2 
OPEN REED YOUNG COW CALL

Mature elk - especially those that face hunter pressure - 
aren’t fooled by just one call. That’s why Duel developed the 
WidowMaker 2. Combined with the WidowMaker 1, the hunter can 
now sound like a whole herd of elk, with just two calls.  
• Easy to use call - great for beginners, robust enough for pros 
• Chirps, mews, estrus calls - with a different tone than the  
 WidowMaker 1 
• FreezeFree design - blows when wet, and won’t freeze up, no  
 matter what the weather does 
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LARRY McCOY
RESPECT THE GAME

do you trust 

your call?



WARRIOR’S CALL 
DOMINANT HOWLER 
DOMINANT OPEN REED COYOTE HOWELER

• Coyote barks, howls, and pup distress calls
• Larger, single reed flex tube design

A WRECKED RABBIT
DISTRESS
MICRO JACKRABBIT DISTRESS

• Screaming jackrabbit distress
• Lower pitched bird distress
• Compact, micro design with big sound

DRESSED FOR 
COYOTE DISTRESS
OPEN REED DISTRESS CALL

• Prey in distress call
• Classic magpie in distress 
• Dual chamber pup yelps, squeaks,    
    screams, and squeals

BANSHEE BUNNY
DISTRESS
MICRO COTTONTAIL DISTRESS

• Screaming cottontail distress
• High-pitched bird distress calls
• Compact, micro design – big sound
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Harvesting a super wary predator, like a coyote or a bobcat, earns you the rank of expert 
hunter. Gear is critical for a successful predator hunt. None of that gear is more important 
than realistic calls. Predators are at the top of the food chain for a reason. They’re smart. 
You need every advantage when hunting predators. 

Dual Chamber Technology is the predator hunter’s secret weapon.
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graphic & 
branded apparel

media
WE’RE THANKFUL AND PROUD 
TO HAVE THE SUPPORT OF OUR 
PARTNERS IN OUTDOOR TELEVISION

phillip vanderpool
Phillip Vanderpool got his start in outdoor television 
with nationally recognized and award-winning Hunter’s 
Specialties (HS) Outdoors. Phillip contributed his adoring 
personality through countless record book hunts for the HS 
series, including PrimeTime Bucks, Cutt’n and Strutt’n, and 
PrimeTime Bulls. In recent years, Phillip has experienced 
success, producing the industry acclaimed digital and 
web-series ‘Dominator 365’. Phillip continues to pursue a 
variety of game animals throughout the country, delivering 
entertainment with a primary objective of sharing his 
passions, enthusiasm, and knowledge to inspire others to 
experience our great hunting heritage and share ‘The Virtue’.



1325 John Street, West Henrietta, New York 14586
Phone: (877) 503-5483 | www.duelgamecalls.com

LIABILITY DISCLAIMER
The Outdoor Group, LLC is not liable for any personal injury, death, or property damage that may result from your 
use of this product.  The user of this product assumes all risks of property damage or injury to yourself and others 
that may arise from its use.  Use of this product binds the user to this agreement. 


